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Abstract. Many papers related to Constraint Databases (CDBs) theo-
ries exist, including proposals that present frameworks for the treatment
of constraints as a new data type. Our proposal presents a new way
of storing and manipulating constraints as a usual data, and of making
queries about the constraint variables derived from an Object-Relational
Constraint Database (ORCDB). In this work, the constraints stored in
an ORCDB are only polynomial equality constraints. The proposal is
based on Gröbner bases, constraint consistency and constraint optimisa-
tion techniques. Most works in CDB use spatial-temporal data as a case
study, however this work presents an emergent engineering domain, that
of fault diagnosis.

1 Introduction

This work is based on the necessity of dicovering new ways of storing constraint
information such as spatio-temporal, scientific, medical or engineering data. Cur-
rent databases have limitations in storing constraint data, due to the finite size
of the physical support. Very large databases have delays in retrieving and mod-
ifying information. This type of data makes it necessary to find another method
to represent constraint data as discrete information.

The main objective of this paper is to present a way of storing and query-
ing constraints and their variables. The constraints are stored as objects in
an Object-Relational Constraint Database (ORCDB) using OracleTM 9.i. This
function is indispensable for model-based diagnosis, due to the the lack of so-
lutions creating equivalent systems which depend on the known variables. This
paper proposes a solution to the problem of obtaining the constraints of a system,
by means of asking about their variables.

In order to obtain new constraints inferred from an ORCDB, four different
techniques are used: symbolic techniques, based on Gröbner Bases; constraint
optimisation techniques; constraint consistency; and a combination of symbolic
and constraint consistency techniques.

Constraint Databases (CDBs) have been specially used in the treatment of
spatial-temporal data, however this work demonstrates that other engineering
areas also can benefit from using CDBs. For this reason an emergent engineering
domain is used, that of fault diagnosis.



This work is organised as follows: Section 2 analyses other previous works.
Section 3 presents model-based diagnosis as a case of study. Section 4 analyses
the most important techniques to develop the architecture. Section 5 shows the
architecture and its most important modules. Sections 6 and 7 present the syntax
and functionality for the creation of an ORCDB, insertion of new records into
tables and for querying an ORCDB. Finally, some conclusions and future work
are presented.

2 Background

Constraint Databases began their development in 1990 with the paper of Kuper,
Kanellakis and Revesz [1], and grew out of the research on Datalog [2] and
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP).

Many database applications have to deal with infinite concepts such as time
and space. However, databases have a finite capacity. The basic idea is that
constraints can be used to represent, in a compact way, data that could be very
large, or even infinite.

There are other methods for implementing and building prototypes for CDBs,
whose main objective is handling spatial-temporal data. The most important
approaches are analysed:

– MLPQ/PReSTO: This proposal [3] presents a combination of MLPQ
(Management of Linear Programming Queries) and PReSTO (Parametric
Rectangle Spatio Temporal Object). MLPQ is a system for the manage-
ment and linear programming query in CDBs. It allows Datalog queries
and the addition of operators over linear functions. PREsTO facilitates the
performance of relational algebra querying systems that change over time.
Although both present similar SQL syntax, they actually use a plane file to
store the information and a Datalog query transformation process.

– DEDALE [4] is one of the first implementations of CDBs based on linear
constraint models. DEDALE provides a language to query CDBs, which
allows information to be obtained and uses a graphical interface to show
the results. In order to represent the constraints, DEDALE uses the object-
oriented paradigm, a more appropriate way to represent complex data. In
this approach all the information is stored as objects. The type of data used
in DEDALE is the spatial data model and a special module is given for
spatial queries.

– CCUBE: (Constraint Object-Oriented Database System) [5] is a constraint
object-oriented database system. The CCUBE system is designed to be used
for the implementation and optimisation of high-level constraint object-
oriented query languages. The CCUBE data manipulation language (Con-
straint Comprehension Calculus) is an integration of constraint calculus for
extensible constraint domains within monoid comprehension. CCUBE gives
an optimisation-level language for object-oriented queries. The data model
for the constraint calculus is based on constraint spatio-temporal (CST)



objects. CCUBE guarantees polynomial time data complexity whose imple-
mentation uses the linear programming package CPLEX.

3 Diagnosis: A Motivating Example

Fault detection and identification of faulty components are very important com-
pany strategies, due to the economic demand and environment conservation re-
quired to remain in competitive markets. Diagnosis allows us to determine why a
correctly designed system does not work as is expected and is based here on the
monitorization of a system using DX [6] approach [7]. These papers were pro-
posed to identify the discrepancies between the observed and correct behaviour
of systems.

In engineering applications the storage of these data and query processing
are often overlooked. Other works such as [8] have improved the efficiency in
some phases of the model-based diagnosis with CDBs.
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Fig. 1. Diagnosis Example

In this work, a new approach is proposed for querying ORCDBs in order to
obtain equivalent systems which can be diagnosed such as the system shown in
Figure 1. The example presents a group of components, multipliers (Mi) and
adders(Ai), which work together. The use of SQL over constraints makes it
possible to obtain several models. These models are compared to the real values
in order to perform the diagnosis of the system. The location of sensors defines
which variables are observable. Depending on the query, it is possible to know
whether a part or the full system works correctly. It is also possible to obtain a
group of equivalent constraints by replacing the non-observable variables.

4 Computational Techniques

In order to develop our architecture, four different tools are used. The first tool
is the symbolic technique of Gröbner Bases, the second is the use of constraint
consistency technique, the third is the constraint optimisation technique, and
the last tool is a combination of symbolic and constraint consistency techniques.



4.1 Gröbner Bases

Gröbner bases theory [9] is the origin of many symbolic algorithms used to
manipulate multiple variable polynomials. It is a generalisation of Gauss’s elim-
ination of multivariable lineal equations and of the Euclides algorithm for one-
variable polynomial equations. Gröbner bases have better computational prop-
erties than the original system.

Gröbner bases transform a set of polynomial constraints into a standard form.
By having the set of equality polynomial constraints in the form P = 0, Gröbner
bases produce an equivalent system G = 0 which has the same solutions as the
original.

For our work, there is a function called GröbnerBasis, which calculates
Gröbner bases by means of a finite set of polynomial equations and a set of
output variables, and those variables to be eliminated.

The signature of GröbnerBasis function is:
GröbnerBasis({Polynomials},{Output Variables},{Unwanted Variables})

4.2 Constraint Consistency and Constraint Optimisation
Techniques

The previous problems of engineering can be modelled as Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSP) [10]. A CSP consists of a finite set of variables, a domain of
values for each variable and a set of constraints that restrict the combinations
of values of the variables. The aim in a CSP is to determine a value for each
variable so that all constraints in the problem are satisfied. Usually, a combina-
tion of search with consistency techniques is used to solve these problems. The
consistency techniques remove inconsistent values from the domains of the vari-
ables during the search. Several local consistency and optimisation techniques
have been proposed as ways of improving the efficiency of search algorithms.

The consistency techniques are used as a process to obtain the values of
the unknown variables from the known variables, by avoiding the use of sym-
bolic techniques that usually have a higher computational complexity. For the
Constraint Consistency techniques (Subsection 7.2), the search is not necessary
because the domain of the known variables in the queries has just one value.
But constraint optimisation techniques (Subsection 7.3) can have several correct
values, so it is necessary to define an objective and the search is necessary. Our
proposal takes advantages of all these techniques and dynamically builds CSPs
depending on the query. In this work the domain of the integer is the only type
used.

5 The Architecture

The main objective of our work is to add an interface to make the use of con-
straints transparent, by handling Constraint Type as a usual type of data. To
store constraints, the semantics of SQL has been modified, by changing as less as
possible the syntax of the queries. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the system.



The interaction between the user and the system is through the interface
CROQL (Constraint Relational Object Query Language). The Lexical and Syn-
tactic Analysis module verifies that the query is correct. The SQL Transfor-
mation module obtains the necessary information to perform the query. The
TypeOfQuery module decides which technique is necessary, in order to return
the solution to the user. Depending on the query, one of the four modules (op-
timisation, consistency, symbolic or consistency/symbolic technique) is used. It
is also possible to query the ORCBD without any modification.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the system

The user of ORCDBs can ask, in a very easy way, about usual types, con-
straints or variables related to the constraints. The constraints are stored as
objects indexed by the variables which contain them, in order to improve the
execution time for obtaining the constraints related to some variables. In an OR-
CDB it is possible to store the same information because all the information is
stored in a relational database. However when the user asks about information
related to constraints it is necessary to develop some transformations. In order
to clarify when it is necessary to use each part of the architecture, the example
shown in Figure 1 is used.

6 Creating an ORCDB and Inserting Information

In this section, it is shown how it is possible to create and fill an ORCDB. Some
implementation decisions have been accepted to improve the computational time
in the queries, and to make the information versatile. One of the most important
advantages of our proposal is to make the utilisation of constraints transparent
to the user, therefore a very similar syntax of SQL is kept in CROQL.



6.1 Creating an ORCDB

In order to create an ORCDB the following sentence is used:
CREATE CONSTRAINTDATABASE <database−name>

In our model, when an ORCDB is created, the tables shown in Figure 3
are created too, in order to improve the computational time for obtaining the
constraints related to some variables. These tables allow the identification of
each constraint (table Constraint), each variable (table Variable) and to establish
the relations between the constraints and the variables (Constraint/Variable),
thereby avoiding the study of all constraints.

Constraint/Variable

(k)IdConstraint : int
(k)IdVariable : int

Variable

(k)IdVariable : int
Name : String

Constraint

(k)IdConstraint: int
Constraint: Object

1..1

   1..n

1..n
    1..n

Fig. 3. Tables to index constraints and variables

6.2 Creating a Table in an ORCDB

As our proposal tries to modify SQL syntax as little as possible, the syntax is
not modified at all to create a table. The unique change is that it is possible to
create constraint fields, where < field−typei > is Constraint Type. In our case,
the possible type of constraints is polynomial equality constraints.

For the example shown in Figure 1, the sentence is:
CREATE TABLE Component (IdComponent Integer, Name String,

Behaviour Constraint)

6.3 Inserting New Information into the Tables

If a field of a table has been created as Constraint Type, it is possible to add con-
straint information. Our proposal adds the option to of handling the constraint
as a usual type, such as Integer, String, Date . . .

Therefore, if the user tries to add information of an incorrect type to a field,
an error will be produced as in a relational database. The checking of the type
works as for usual types.

When constraint data is added, indexes are created in the table Constraint
in order to locate constraints more quickly and efficiently.

The users cannot see the indexes, and these are just used to speed up the
queries. These indexes are necessary when constraints are added, and they are
created and stored in an implicit way.

In order to store the example shown in Figure 1 in an ORCDB, one query
could be:

INSERT INTO Component (IdComponent, Name, Behaviour)

VALUES (101, A1, "a + b = e" )

The ORCDB after inserting some components is shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Example of tables with stored constraints

7 Querying an ORCDB

This Section describes which part of the system is used depending on the query.
With our methodology, it is possible to query constraint variables, it

means querying <field−name> or <field−name>.VariableName, where
<field−name> is a Constraint Type.

Depending on the query, different parts of the architecture are used:

– If the query involves usual types or constraints stored directly in the ORCDB,
but the query does not involve variables, the query is not transformed.

– If the query involves variables from constraints stored in the ORCDB and
none one of the variables are instantiated, a symbolic tool is used, as ex-
plained in Subsection 7.1.

– If the query involves variables of constraints stored in the ORCDB, where
the objective is defined in the query, a optimisation tool is used. This is
explained in Subsection 7.3.

– If the query involves constraint variables stored in an ORCDB and some
variables are instantiated, there are two possibilities: using consistency tech-
niques, if all the variables are instantiated (Subsection 7.2); or using a com-
bination of symbolic and consistency techniques, if only some variables are
instantiated (Subsection 7.4).

7.1 Symbolic Techniques

This part of the architecture is used when none of the variables are instantiated
in the query. For this reason, those variables which do not appear in the query
but are related to constraints which contain the variables of the query, must be
replaced by variables of the query.

An example of a query solved using the symbolic technique is:
SELECT Component.Behaviour.a, Component.Behaviour.b,

Component.Behaviour.c, Component.Behaviour.d,

Component.Behaviour.u FROM Component

The idea of this process is to determine each group of related constraints,
which is defined as:

G is a group of related constraints if
G≡ ⋃

i{ci} | ∀ ci VarNoQuery(ci)⊆VarNoQuery(G−ci)



where ci is a constraint and VarNoQuery(C) are the variables of the
constraints C that do not appear in the query

For the example of Figure 1, the information shown below represents the
constraints related to the query, and the variables that do not appear in the query
in this form {Component, {VarNoQuery(Component) }}. The actual information
is the indexes of constraints and variables, however to show the idea clearly, the
names of components and variables are used. The information for our example
is: {A1,{e}},{A2,{f}}, {M3,{g}},{A7,{s,k}},{M1,{e,f,g}},{A3,{g,j,k}},{M4,{k,q,r}}

In this case, A1 participates in a group of related constraints if e is in another
constraint, such as M1. M1 participates in a group of related constraints if f and
g are in another constraint, such as A2 and M3 respectively. This means that
{A1, A2, M3, M1} form a group of related constraints. The rest of the constraints
do not participate in a group of related constraints

In order to use the Gröbner bases, MathematicaTM v.5 is used. For the
example, the call to this function is :

GroebnerBasis[{a+b-e, c+d-f, e*f-g, g*d-u}, {a, b, c, d, u}, {e, f, g}]
And the result is: {a*c*d + b*c*d + a*d2 + b*d2 - u = 0}

7.2 The Constraint Consistency Tool

When all the variables in the query are instantiated, it is possible to use the
module of constraint consistency technique. In this case, all the groups of re-
lated constraints are instantiated. A constraint is instantiated if it has only one
unknown variable which means that all VarNoQuerys can be instantiated.

An example of this type of query is:
SELECT Component.Behaviour.u FROM Component

WHERE Component.Behaviour.a=1 AND Component.Behaviour.b=3

AND Component.Behaviour.c=2 AND Component.Behaviour.d=1

Once it is known that this query generates instantiated constraints, a Con-
straint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is created in order to infer the value of u.
This CSP is created dynamically using the constraints obtained from the OR-
CDB, the VarNoQuerys and the instantiated variables. Figure 5.a shows the
CSP for the example.

The result is u= 12. All VarNoQuery variables are instantiated, but only u is
presented as the solution. The OPL StudioTM [11] is used in order to instantiate
the variables.

7.3 The Constraint Optimisation Tool

When a query has several solutions and the user wants to select from among
the possible options, the module of optimisation is used. An example of a query
that uses this module is:

SELECT MIN(Component.Behaviour.u) FROM Component

WHERE Component.Behaviour.a>=3 AND Component.Behaviour.b>= 1

AND Component.Behaviour.b< 5 AND Component.Behaviour.c>2

AND Component.Behaviour.d<=3 AND Component.Behaviour.d>=0



a) Constraint Consistency b) Constraint Optimisation

int a = 1;
int b = 3;
int c = 2;
int d = 1;

var int u;

var int e;
var int f;
var int g;

solve{
a+b=e;
c+d=f;
e*f=g;
g*d=u;

};

VarQuerys

Instantiated

VarQuerys Not

Instantiated

VarNoQuerys

Constraints stored
in the ORCDB

Int n = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
IlcSolver solver = new IlcSolver();
IlcIntVar[] variables = new IlcIntVar[numbeVariables];
variables[0] = solver.intVar(4, n,"a");
variables[1] = solver.intVar(1, 5,"b");
variables[2] = solver.intVar(2, n,"c");
variables[3] = solver.intVar(0, 3,"d");
variables[4] = solver.intVar(0, n,"e");
variables[5] = solver.intVar(0, n,"f");
variables[6] = solver.intVar(0, n,"g");
variables[7] = solver.intVar(0, n,"u");
IlcConstraint ct = solver.neq(variables[1], 5);
solver.add(ct);
ct = solver.neq(variables[2],2);
solver.add(ct);
solver.add(solver.eq(solver.sum(variables [0],variables [1]),variables [4]));
solver.add(solver.eq(solver.sum(variables [2],variables [3]),variables [5]));
solver.add(solver.eq(solver.prod(variables [4],variables [5]),variables [6]));
solver.add(solver.eq(solver.prod(variables [6],variables [3]),variables [7]));

solver.add(solver.minimize(variables[7]));

Define the variables
and their domains

Limit the domain of
some variables as b <  5

Establish the objetive

Add the
constraints

Fig. 5. Examples of CSP

Once it is known that this query generates instantiated constraints, a Con-
straint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is created in order to infer the value of u.
This CSP is dynamically created by using the constraints obtained from the
ORCDB, VarNoQuery and the instantiated variables. Figure 5.b shows the CSP
associated. JSolverTM [12] is used in order to optimise the constraints.

7.4 The Constraint Consistency and Symbolic Tool

This module of the architecture is used when only some variables are instan-
tiated in the query. In this case, a mixed tool is necessary, in order to propa-
gate and to replace the variables in a symbolic way. This function also is from
MathematicaTM v.5. An example of this type of query can be:

SELECT Component.Behaviour.u FROM Component

WHERE Component.Behaviour.a=1 AND Component.Behaviour.d=2

In order to obtain the value of u, the system uses the syntax:
Solve[{Constraints Related to the query},{Out Variables},{VarNoQuery}]

For the example, the call would be:
Solve[{a + b == e, c + d == f, e ∗ f == g, g ∗ d == u}, {u}, {e, f}]

And the result would be: {u = 2 (2 + 2 b + c + b c)}

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This work extends the semantics of SQL, in order to store constraint informa-
tion as a new data type. The constraints data are indexed in order to improve the
computational time. The interaction between the user and the system is transpar-
ent to the constraint handler. The system allows the use of polynomial equality
constraints, by using four techniques to perform the queries: symbolic, constraint
consistency, constraint optimisation and symbolic/consistency techniques.



As future work, we propose extending the domains of variables and con-
straints. We also suggest an extension to incorporate different types of con-
straints, not only polynomial equalities. As for as SQL sentences are concerned,
it is necessary to offer all the possibilities of standard SQL, such as UPDATE,
REMOVE and other types of queries.
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